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MIDWAY MOMENT
Well, here we are, almost three
months into stay-at-home, social
distancing, face masks, et cetera.
Could life have changed any more
drastically? On a good note,
I’m doing things I never really
thought I had time for before. I
cook more. I run more. I invent
reasons to go to the grocery store. I’ve started writing in
a journal, something I never thought I would do. Before
I started writing for the mobile amusement industry, I
really had not written much of anything since college.
Oh, I composed letters and emails, maybe the occasional
ad copy, but certainly nothing serious. Once I started,
however, I realize I truly love it, not because I consider
myself to be that good at it or because I feel like I have
that much to say that needs to be heard but because
you are extremely good at what you do, and many of
you do have things to say that need to be heard. I love
being the conduit to make that happen. I am sincerely
honored when people like Doug Clarke with Magic Money
or Dominic Palmieri with Sanitized Now reach out to me
to help them tell their stories. Certainly, the industry is
fortunate to have some great writers. This month’s issue
includes stories from Rich Gockelman and Doc Rivera,
and I am so grateful the pages of MIDWAY Magazine can be
filled with words and ideas of instruction, inspiration, and
hope.
Truthfully, at the end of the day, MIDWAY Magazine is
not and will never be a representation of me or my staff.
MIDWAY Magazine is representative of what I believe to
be one of the greatest industries ever, and that is why
we work so hard to find just the right words and just
the right photos to showcase you. Even though your
mainstream news right now is filled with stories of events
closing and carnivals forced to stay in winter quarters,
there are still countless stories to share, stories that may
make you laugh, stories that will hopefully help you see
things a little differently, but most importantly, stories
that will continue to make you proud of your heritage,
your accomplishments, your friends, and even your
competitors. Am I proud of what we do? Absolutely, but
only because I am so incredibly proud of you and what
you do.
Please enjoy this issue of MIDWAY Magazine!
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YOU CAN’T TOUCH THIS!

By:
B
y: Sh
Sharon B
Barlow
ar

My, my, my my music hits me so hard
Makes me say, "Oh my Lord"
Thank you for blessin' me
With a mind to rhyme and two hype feet
It feels good when you know you're down
A super dope homeboy from the Oaktown
And I'm known as such
And this is a beat, uh, you can't touch
I told you homeboy (You can't touch this)
Yeah, that's how we livin' and ya know (You can't touch this)
Look in my eyes, man (You can't touch this)
Yo, let me bust the funky lyrics (You can't touch this)
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As a former batboy for the Oakland
A’s baseball team, MC Hammer took his
name from the legendary Hank Aaron
who had rightfully earned the nickname
“Hammerin’ Hank.” With the financial
backing of several of his former teammates,
Hammer vaulted into the rap scene repping
his hometown of Oakland. In 1987, he
captured the attention of Capitol Records
with the release of his independent album,
Feel My Power. "U Can't Touch This" was
released in January 1990 a month ahead of
his third album, Please Hammer, Don't Hurt
'Em, catapulting MC Hammer and hip-hop into what would
later be considered the golden age of the genre. “U Can’t
Touch This” became the first hip-hop song to reach number
one on the Billboard Hot 100, as MC Hammer solidified his
position in pop culture history by showcasing the Hammer
Dance with dance skills that could not be touched.

opening weeks of 2020, the mobile amusement industry
began to move out of winter quarters as early indicators
seemingly pointed to a season that had carnival owners
and event promoters purloining Hammer’s words, “Oh My
Lord, thank you for blessing me." MC Hammer and his hit
single celebrated its 30th anniversary by dancing back into
limelight as a catchy television commercial for Cheetos
aired during Super Bowl XIV. Shortly thereafter, however,
the whole idea of you can’t touch this began to take on
a much more insidious meaning as COVID-19 stole the
limelight and words like social distancing, stay-at-home
orders, and quarantine crept into the vocabulary. The
mobile amusement industry that was poised for potentially
a record year came to a standstill. Now, carnival owners
and events watch the news carefully for any indication that
they can soon begin to open back up, and they plan and
prepare for how their midways will look post COVID-19. As
they look for a means to make their midways as clean and
touch-free as possible, Magic Money has an app for that.

Over the next 30 years, “U Can’t Touch This” continued
to play a role in countless movies and television events as
the words became the catch phrase for those who excel
to the point they seemingly cannot be touched. In the

xxxA turnkey full-service RFID-based cashless solution
developed by Brett Enright, Magic Money can control every
aspect of event operation including front gate ticketing,
payment for rides, games, food, and beverage, ticket
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presales, kiosk-based reloads and redemptions, and even
ride inspections. Since its debut on the midway in 2017,
Magic Money has captured the attention of numerous
carnivals. By 2020, almost a dozen shows including
Crabtree Amusements, Helm & Sons Amusements, Brown’s
Amusements, and Campy’s Blue Star Amusements have
picked up the system they consider to be untouchable.
Mary and Tom Talley, owners of Talley Amusements, were
the first to introduce Magic Money on their midway where
it is now their sole ticketing system. “In my opinion,” Mary
states, “Magic Money is the most innovative system on the
market!”
Helm & Sons Amusements began testing Magic Money in
2019 before doing a full roll out of the system in 2020 at
the California Mid-Winter Fair in Imperial, and according to
Corey Oakley, Vice President for Helm & Sons Amusements
and former fair manager for the National Orange Show
in San Bernardino and the Sonoma County Fair, they are
grateful they committed when they did. “For Helm & Sons,
we’ve spent a lot of time talking about the behavior of our
guests,” he shares. “In California where it’s so competitive
with other carnivals, you have to set yourself apart, and so
customer service is huge for us. We talked a lot about how
we were going to roll the Magic Money system out, how
long we were going to have live ticket sellers, and how long
before we were going to start forcing our customers to the
kiosks or the app. Once we got into quarantine, and we
started our weekly Zoom management meetings, one of the
first things we talked about was thank God we went ahead
and did this. Now, whenever we ramp back up whether it’s
in the summer, the fall, or next year, we will be running 100
percent of our transactions through the automated kiosks.
While we spent so much time talking about a phase in and
how our customers were going to react, now we’re just
like, you know what? This is the most sanitary way to do
it. Everyone is going to be expecting this because they’re
already in the mode of not touching things.”

Photo by
Schantz Manufacturing

“IN MY OPINION,”
MARY STATES,
“MAGIC MONEY
IS THE MOST
INNOVATIVE SYSTEM
ON THE MARKET!”
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Doug Clarke, Vice President of Sales and Marketing for Magic Money,
admits that Magic Money has a long list of great benefits to carnivals,
amusement parks, and events, but he never thought sanitation and
hygiene would jump to the top of the list. “For the last three years now that
we’ve been doing this and signing up carnivals, large fairs, music festivals,
all kinds of events we’ve really been focusing on the financial benefits, the
customer experience benefit, the transparency and the data it provides to
the event owners. That has been our focus and what’s driven our growth.
I guess we’ve always known there was a sanitation and hygiene benefit,
but it didn’t become important or a focus to us until COVID-19 hit. Prior to
COVID-19, it may have come up a couple of times. Now, it’s coming up daily
with the large events, theme parks, and carnivals that we are talking to. I
think everybody is looking at what message they can give the public that
their event is as safe as they can make it for the attendees.”
“There’s going to be a pent-up demand,” Doug continues. “People are
going to want to get out of their house. People are going to want to go
back to the events they love, but I think they need that little extra sense
of comfort that it’s going to be extremely safe. You see Disneyland and
Disney World talking about checking people's temperatures as they enter
the park. I think that seems very thorough, but maybe a little extreme, and
I don't think it’s something your county fairs, your music festivals, and your
October fests want to implement or maybe have the means to implement.
Offering ways to reduce the amount of touches on money and with venders
and with cashiers is something that they can do and that they can take
control of. And our system is a clear way to do that.”
“So, here's what we've got in the works,” he adds. “We think the kiosk is
about probably 75 percent cleaner than using cash and credit. A guest is
going to walk up to the kiosk. Only one person is going to touch the screen,
so the only thing they're really going to contact is the kiosk screen. Because
of the way we've designed our kiosks, we're going to be able to implement
sanitation stations with hand sanitizer and cleaning products. After they
use the kiosk, they can immediately use the sanitizer that's provided at the
kiosk. They grab their Magic Money card or wristband, and they’re on their
way. And from there, they're just being scanned with zero contact. So, I think
kiosks are 75 percent of the way there, which is a heck of a lot better, a great
thing to offer attendees. And we'll have the sanitation stations ready to go.
Of course, using the phone would be the way to be 100 percent touchless.”

“THE OPTIONS
FOR THE
PATRONS ARE
COUNTLESS”
12
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Magic Money is also 100 percent confident they can meet the growing
demand for a midway that is as touch-free as possible. Doug explains, “The
good news for us is that prior to COVID-19, we had 11 carnivals as customers.
We have dozens of large events that operate outside of our carnival base,
again from music festivals to October festivals to food festivals to street
fairs. Because of that, we have a lot of equipment. We have manufactured
enough kiosks to handle probably more events than anybody out there. We
have the scanners, the cards, the wristbands and all the materials. From a
materials and equipment standpoint, we are ready to handle the demand,
which we're excited about, but we've also worked really hard over the last
year, especially, perfecting the phone app. We think with the investment
we've made in the phone app that has become something that events can
use and promote ahead of time and even as a means to create revenue
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ahead of time because people can download the app,
purchase their tickets, load credits ahead of time. So that's
money that can come into the event, prior to their event.”
xx“We have the manpower, the equipment and the
technology to handle the demand once things come back
up and get going. We are taking time right now during this
time to try to get as many of our carnivals launched and get
their equipment to them if possible, so as soon as they're
ready to go, they can hit the road. We're going to train them
over the next 30 to 45 days so that they can get going. And
we can also handle the increased demand that's coming
from this touchless payment movement.”
14
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As for the carnivals that have already introduced Magic
Money on their midways, they all agree nothing they have
seen can touch the ease of learning the system. Doug
describes how the system typically works for patrons. “Our
carnival customers set the pricing for their loose credits or
their unlimited wristbands, and our kiosks can dispense
both cards and wristbands. So, if you’re a mom with
four kids, you can walk up to a kiosk that has wristband
dispensing and purchase four wristbands straight from
the kiosk. If you only want to play some games and ride a
few rides, you can purchase a Magic Money card with loose
credits on it, or you can load loose credits on the wristband
for unlimited rides plus 20 game or food credits all from the

same kiosk. Then as a mom one of the things you can do
that’s really cool is download the Magic Money app so that
you can link the four wristbands on your user app on your
phone so that you can monitor your kids' spending, where
they are, and what they’re doing all from your I-Phone or
Android.”
“The options for the patrons are countless,” Doug
continues. “As a parent, let’s say you have a 13 and an 11year old who both want unlimited rides, but you also have
a younger child who doesn’t want to go on every ride, so he
just wants 20 credits. You can purchase two wristbands with
unlimited rides and then another one with the 20 credits in

one transaction, and the machine will dispense all three.”
According to Doug, reloads are equally simple. “You
have two options,” he explains. “The kiosks are located
throughout the midway, so you can walk up to one
anywhere. When you walk up, you have the option of
buying a new card or wristband or reloading an existing
one. You hit reload, tap your card, swipe your credit card,
or insert cash, and it’s reloaded. The other option is to link
your cards or wristbands to the phone app, and then you
can reload directly from your phone. So, as that parent with
the three kids, you can link all three of those wristbands
to your phone app and load credits to each of those three
2 0 2 0 , I SS U E I I I | M I D W AY M AG A Z I N E |
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cards from your phone. If everybody is out of credits, but they
all want to ride the Ferris wheel one more time, you can load the
necessary credits on each wristband from the phone.”
According to Danny Brown, owner of Brown’s Amusements,
who introduced Magic Money to his midway in early 2020, the
learning curve for his staff and his guests could not have been
simpler. “We’ve been using a form of a cashless midway since
2008,” Danny says. “but Brett Enright has been a friend of mine
for a lifetime. When he reached out to us, we just thought the
time was right. We had it up for three of our bigger spots, and it
worked out well. It’s very simple to use, and to tell you the truth,
if we had any complaints at all, it was next to nothing. When we
opened in Wickenburg, Arizona, Brett and his son Zack brought
a team out to help us, show us what we should do, and help the
customers. The Magic Money guys have been awesome!”

“THE MAGIC
MONEY GUYS
HAVE BEEN
AWESOME!”

Doug Clarke admits that being on site with new clients is just
the beginning step in the support Magic Money provides. “First
and foremost, when we launch a carnival, we are there with
them on site. We’re training them. We’re training their staff.
We’re making sure their first couple of events go smoothly.
Then, from a standpoint of technical support, we’re providing
remote unlimited phone and computer support throughout the
season. If they need us on site, we can always come out and help
again. When it comes to discussing it with their committees,
that’s usually where I come in. I’ve been pulled into dozens
of meetings to explain the system, answer questions for a fair
committee, and help our carnivals position it with their fairs and
festivals.”
“Doug is a big selling point,” Corey Oakley shares. “He’s got
the right demeanor. There’s an honesty with Doug and a feeling
of confidence even if he’s not from our business. A lot of us grew
up in the event business. I was a fair manager. For somebody
to come from the outside into it and especially to come into
the depths of the carnival and food business, which is pretty
niche, he’s adapted pretty well. He’s got great interpersonal
communication skills, so things he doesn’t understand when
it comes to the technicalities of the business, he overcomes by
understanding how to communicate with people.”
“Most events are very excited about it,” Doug exclaims. “They’re
getting a very cool, high tech digital system like what they may
have seen at Disney World, and their carnival is bringing it to
them at no fee to the fair. And they’re going to provide them
with more data than they’ve ever seen and a better experience
for their customers. 95 out of 100 fairs are very excited about it.
There are a few that aren’t sure or don’t know if their customers
will grasp it because everybody has a unique customer base.
That’s where we as a company offer unlimited support from me
and our team in answering any questions those events have.”

16
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One of those events was the 2020 San Angelo Stock Show
& Rodeo where Crabtree Amusements, a new carnival
for the event, introduced their patrons to a much larger
midway along with Magic Money. “We kind of went from
one extreme to the other,” laughs Brittni Kaczyk, Senior
Manager for the San Angelo Stock Show & Rodeo. “You
couldn’t make a bigger change I don’t feel like than what
we did. It was drastic. We went from basically a cash
only midway to a no cash midway with Magic Money only.
Occasionally, we would have a hiccup where somebody’s

money didn’t go through just perfect, but they did a great
job of being right there to address the issue and get it fixed.”
“The system worked very smoothly,” Brittni adds. “The
reporting systems they have in place are phenomenal.
From a bookkeeping standpoint, it couldn’t have been any
cleaner. It was really nice that you can track your carnival
income. You can check your food vendor income. It gives
you a breakdown of every single vendor you have. You
can look at it by day. You can look at it by the whole run.

Photo by Stefan Hinz
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“WHEN I LOOK AT
MY DASHBOARD,
I CAN SEE MY CASH
INTO THE KIOSK,
THE CREDIT INTO
THE KIOSK, AND
THE CREDIT INTO
THE MAGIC MONEY
APP.”
Honestly, there are unlimited reporting
options there to keep track of where
you are at any given time.”
“The reporting part of Magic Money
is amazing,” Mary Talley agrees. “When
I look at my dashboard, I can see my
cash into the kiosk, the credit into the
kiosk, and the credit into the Magic
Money app.”
Mary laughs, “We had a really big
church event really encourage their
patrons to download the app. They
put up signs and banners everywhere
saying, ‘Beat the lines! Download
the Magic Money app. Load on your
phone!’ They got such a huge response
that the Magic Money people called
me to ask what was going on in Wylie,
Texas.”
By the close of the San Angelo Stock
Show & Rodeo, Brittni was more than
pleased with the success of her event
and excited about the big possibilities
for 2021. “San Angelo is just this
little West Texas town in the middle
of nowhere,” she shares. “There’s no

interstate within 100 miles, but for
the month of February we’re a big dot
on the map. We’re going to look at
some options at implementing Magic
Money more at the gate and some
other places than we did this year. We
launched it in a few areas this year with
hopes to increase that in the next year
or two. For example, we have beer and
wine sales in our outdoor areas where
it wasn’t utilized this year. We mainly
wanted to make sure we had the
connectivity to support its function.
When you put that many people in
one location, it’s amazing how fast
cell phones and everything else start
shutting down, but we didn’t have any
issues with that.”
“At the end of the day, connectivity
is mission critical,” Doug adds. “We
have found the RFID to be far more
consistent and reliable, and that’s part
of what makes our system work day in
and day out, week in and week out. But
there’s more to the connectivity story.
We’ve found ways to utilize cell data
as well as our own Wi-Fi environment
to ensure connectivity. These systems

have to work in remote areas, and they
have to work one week when you’re in
one spot and still work the next week
when you’re 100 miles away in a totally
different environment. The second
you start having connectivity issues,
you’re not providing that value to the
customer, so we made it our mission
and our goal to ensure customers
always have connectivity. In three
years with 100 plus events per year and
multiple carnivals using the system, we
have not had a system failure, and we
just keep making it better. We’ve made
some improvements this year to make
it even more solid and more reliable.”
"Their compression technology was
a really big selling point for us with
Magic Money,” Corey Oakley confides.
“They have really figured out how to
keep the amount of cell data used
in each transaction and scan to a
minuscule amount. We do a number
of very large events attendance wise,
like the Electric Daisy Carnival, an EDM
festival event in Las Vegas. Over the
years we have noticed that the cell sites
get overwhelmed during the three-day
2 0 2 0 , I SS U E I I I | M I D W AY M AG A Z I N E |
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event. Everyone is on their phone interacting with social media.
Even when the promoter brings in boosters and extra towers it's
still slow. Having experienced this, we wanted to be sure we could
still operate in this environment. Even at the smaller fairs, we have
had trouble with cell phones because they’re not used to having
the concentration of people on the fairgrounds, and everybody
using the cell phone at the same time. We need to be able to rely
on a system to work even if everybody’s using their cell phones.
We're so confident in the compression technology they have that
we don't think we'll ever have an issue with being down or being
off-line.”
Reporting, customer support, and connectivity are all certainly
huge selling points, and yet according to the 11 carnivals already
committed to Magic Money the initial investment is what truly
makes this system untouchable. “We understand the financial
flow that carnivals and events experience,” Doug Clarke tells.
“We’ve always had programs to help carnivals and events use our
system without having to spend a lot of money upfront. Magic
Money creates so much financial value. We have found that for
every dollar we get, our customers get two to three dollars in
value. It’s easy to see once we get them to start. We make it easy
to start using our system and gaining that benefit without having
to make a massive equipment purchase.”
“We really liked the way the Magic Money business model is set
up,” Corey Oakley adds. “Your initial costs aren’t gigantic like some
others where you have to invest in the software and the hardware,
a huge investment upfront.”
“We actually test drove it for a couple of spots last year,” he
continues. “I told our fair managers when we introduced it, ‘Look,
it’s literally like test driving a car for a long period of time and then
coming back and saying change this, or change that, and then
we’ll buy it.’ Magic Money let us do that. It was big for us. The
other thing they did which was probably our final sales point was
last year in Del Mar, they brought their programmers out and put
them in a hotel meeting room for about a week. Even though we
had not committed yet, signed anything, or given a dollar, they
invited us to bring in a couple of our ticket people and people who
handle our money to interact with their programmers and explain
to them what we needed. To me, that showed a real commitment
and willingness to work with us.”
Keith Campanello, owner of Campy’s Blue Star Amusements,
was also impressed with the commitment of the Magic Money
team to demonstrate their system. “They flew us to Fort Worth
Stock Show and Rodeo,” he shares. “We actually saw it in
operation at Talley Amusements, and we were very impressed with
it. It actually does even more than we thought. Once we started
talking, I realized Magic Money is on top of their game. They have
the latest equipment and are aggressive with what they do. It’s
definitely the way of the future.”
20
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“WE REALLY
LIKED THE
WAY THE
MAGIC MONEY
BUSINESS
MODEL IS
SET UP”

When Helm & Sons Amusements officially introduced
Magic Money in 2020, Corey admits he immediately saw the
promised value. “On our test drive, we had done 100% for
rides, but this fair was the first time we had gone 100% also
for games. Food still had the option of cash or Magic Money.
We still had a few live ticket sellers to handle the advance
sale redemption and WOWXpress and wristband sales. Still,
we determined that 84 to 86% of our gross was handled
through the kiosks. One of our goals with the program was
to have all that money go through the kiosks. Whether it’s
cash or credit, we want to have all that money automated
for a couple of reasons. One is to reduce our need for labor.
The other is you no longer need to worry about anybody
handling your money and you’re not getting it all. So, this
was a huge, huge win for us.”
That Magic Money is a system that seemingly cannot be
touched by other systems comes as no surprise to Corey
Oakley. “I’ve known Brett for probably 30 years,” he laughs.
“The good thing about Brett is he’s a huge very successful
food operator. He wants to be the best at what he does, and
it drives him. Couple that with what many of us think is a
pretty good size ego and in my opinion, you have someone

who is 100% committed to having this new enterprise work.
He has a tremendous amount of experience through the
food and has built this very sound back end because of the
resources born of his success. He's proud of his system, and
he should be. The same attitude that can put people off,
to me is the attitude that makes Magic Money so good. We
never have to worry about his allowing this thing to not live
up to the hype. I think it's a great recipe for success. He's
driven and that's a real positive!"
Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, carnivals, fairs, and festivals
are all clinging to as many positives as possible, and Magic
Money certainly checks many of the boxes. Everyone
recognizes that the midway of the future will most likely look
far different from the midways of the past. While changes
in sanitation will perhaps be forced upon them, those that
embrace it quickly and move forward will perhaps enjoy
much greater benefits than they even imagined. Magic
Money stands poised to help. Afterall as MC Hammer sang
back in the 90s,
“Yeah, that's how we livin' and ya know, you can't touch
this!”
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FROM THE OPTIMIST…
THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN RE-OPENING YOUR MIDWAY

DREW TEWKSBURY

Let me begin with my genuine concern for the health and well-being of each of
you. This Covid-19 situation has been extraordinary on many levels. It has been
catastrophic for our amusement industry as well as many others. Through times
like these, we learn to appreciate all that we are blessed with, both good and bad.
In the end we will be judged by how we responded to the crisis and what we did
to survive and then thrive post crisis.

I am optimistic that we will see our industry begin to
open up in the near future. While it may not happen
as quickly as we would want, I am confident that it will
happen. Accordingly, here are some simple thoughts
and resources for you to use as you begin to develop
your own re-opening strategy:
Please note that all guidelines will need to be implemented in accordance with state and federal laws and
guidance, particularly with respect to social distancing.
Operational Considerations & Employee Training
When educating employees on COVID-19 signs, systems,
and protective measures:
• Refer to the Occupational Health and Safety
Administration (OSHA) Publication 3990-03 2020:
Guidance on Preparing Workplaces for COVID-19
• Refer to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) Interim Guidance for Businesses
and Employers to Plan and Respond to COVID-19
• Conduct risk assessments for specific positions that are
often overlooked, including:
Cashiers and cash controls
Front gate, turnstile or ticket booth employees
• Review how best to handle guest situations or
complaints related to COVID-19
• Schedule an employee training and a safety refresher
training before re-opening, which may include:
Comprehensive and documented hazard
communications plan, including:
• Who, what, when
Safety data sheets (SDS) and container labeling
Training for any household consumer products
used in a manner that require it e.g. Windex,
Bleach
• Sample plans can be found on OSHA, as well as
various state and local websites

• Confirm sanitizing and cleaning chemical compatibility:
With other chemicals
With the equipment or item being cleaned (e.g.,
plastic, rubber, UV light)
Storage segregation
Labeling
• For handwashing and sanitizer stations:
Check the numbers, locations, stocking and types
Review critical areas to place them
Ensure there are clearly labeled “handwashing”
and “sanitizer station” signs throughout
the facility
• For facilities that conduct bag checks , employees
should be provided with:
Appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE)
including, but not limited to, gloves and masks
Wands or other methods to probe bags
• When conducting a ‘safe glove use practices’
training refresher:
Review proper donning and discarding processes
Discuss glove types, compatibility for a specific
use and location(s) in the facility to access
additional gloves and other PPE
Consider specific user allergies to latex
• Review the proper cleaning and flushing emergency eye
wash and shower stations protocol for stagnant water
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Restrooms/ Food and Beverage
• Provide signs advising proper hand washing
techniques in each restroom
• Enact and post a sweep log program
• Ensure that anti-microbial soap is provided for guests
and employees
• For stagnant water considerations, thoroughly examine:
Water fountains, Showers, Soft drink fountain
water lines and Ice machines

Rides and Attractions
• Sanitize the most frequently held and touched
components of rides, attractions as well as access
points
• Conduct a risk assessment for each ride or attraction,
such as:
Carnival Rides, Carnival Games and Midway
Arcades

• Properly test the dish washing water temperatures and
sanitizer levels
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
OSHA
https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/covid-19/
CDC
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/
guidance-business-response.html
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Drew Tewksbury is the Director and Senior Vice President
of McGowan Amusement Group. A NAARSO-certified
safety and ride inspector, Drew brings the carnival
industry a refreshing new perspective on safety and
insurance. Drew can be contacted at (440)263-1882 or by
email at dtewksbury@mcgowaninsurance.com.
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THE
PERFECT
STORM
By Rich Gockelman

A LOOK AHEAD
AT POST-PANDEMIC
CARNIVAL LIFE
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Since the beginning of the current pandemic, I have
been speaking with carnival show owners and carnival
independent operators about COVID-19 and the impact it’s
having on show closures and fair and event cancellations
across the country. Everyone, from the smallest shows to the
largest operators, is concerned about the current economic
conditions and uncertainty facing the entire industry.
At the start of the 2020 season, these same owners and
operators were optimistic for the new carnival season. 2019
was a good season, and all signs pointed to a promising
2020. The country was at a record low for unemployment.
Average hourly earnings were increasing; households were
spending more. Fuel prices remained low, and the stock
market kept hitting all-time highs.
By the end of February this would all change. The cause?
Something no one saw coming or had experienced before –
this unknown COVID-19.

28

The storm wreaked havoc on the maritime and fishing
industry. However, from this storm, there were lessons
learned that led to the creation of new safety technology and
improved fleet operations. There were advancements and
implementation in maritime Global Positioning Satellites
(GPS), satellite radio communication, Global Marine Distress
& Safety Systems, Emergency Position Indicating Radio
Beacons (EPIRB), and the creation of the Ocean Prediction
Center which improved oceanic weather forecasting.
And while tragic from economic, health, and societal
perspectives, the carnival industry can use our current
situation as a learning tool and an opportunity to implement
improvements and advancements. These changes, while
maybe difficult, can also make the carnival industry stronger
in the long run and ready to withstand what comes next.

I was struck by similarities between this unforeseen
COVID-19 and the story told in the book, The Perfect Storm,
by Sebastian Junger. The book, which later became a movie,
tells the true story of a rare meteorological event at sea that
led to the tragic sinking of a Gloucester, Massachusetts
fishing fleet vessel the Andrea Gail.

Areas where I expect to see significant change include
technology and operations functions that will address the
public’s concern and hesitation at venturing back out into
society. To think that people will resume their normal dayto-day activities in their normal fashion is unreasonable.
Just like all other business owners, carnival owners and
operators will need to make changes to their daily operations
to address both public health requirements and customers’
concerns.

In October, 1991 three separate weather systems - a Great
Lakes storm system moving East, a Canadian cold front
moving South, and Hurricane Grace moving Northeast
- converged into a single historic “perfect storm” that
exploded in the Atlantic Ocean.

Carnivals have been ripe for a technological transformation
for years now. If ever there was a time to start that process,
the post-COVID world is it. Implementation of ticketless
midways and improved sanitization methods are some of
the first areas I anticipate seeing efforts being placed.
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Ticketless Midways & Contactless
Payments
Ticketless midways will allow for
electronic payments without cash.
Cash, which has historically contained
a concentration of germs, is a big
target in the fight against the spread
of COVID-19. People are likely to be
less inclined to carry and handle
cash when they do venture out again.
Implementation of ticketless midway
operating systems allows fairs to
address their attendees’ concerns
regarding the transmission of the virus.
Contactless payment methods will help
to bring in revenue in the short term.

New Sanitizing Methods
xxxAs businesses and public spaces
begin to reopen, there is an expectation
for new and improved cleaning
and sanitization of all surfaces and
equipment. Carnivals will be viewed
no differently. Use of equipment and
surface sanitization using industrial
sanitizer fogging equipment is one
thing for fairs to consider.

In the long run, ticketless midways
can also reduce operating expenses.
It allows for staffing reductions
and reduces the risk of fraud and
embezzlement. Given the unknown
and shortened show season, current
restrictions regarding travel into the
United States from foreign countries,

These pieces of handheld equipment
electronically spray out an EPAapproved disinfectant that has proven
effective in eradicating germs and
pathogens, but it is safe to touch
and breathe. This is currently being
deployed by American Airlines, Delta
Airlines, and United Airlines.

and regulations on the issuance of
Visas for foreign workers, fully staffing
the remaining 2020 events may not be
possible. Ticketless midways can help
alleviate that gap.

Shows may also want to consider
sanitizing stations or installing vending
machines that dispense hand sanitizer,
sanitizing wipes, and even masks.
These new machines are becoming
more widely available for offices and
spaces where large groups of people
may gather, making social distancing a
challenge.
Fairs may also want to employ the
old fashioned, yet effective, process of
wiping down surfaces by hand using
disinfectants. In either manner, new
operational procedures will have to
be implemented on a daily basis, not
only to eliminate germs, but more
importantly, to reduce customer
inhibitions and concerns about large
gatherings and ridership.
Whatever combination of methods
you chose, make sure you are
compliant with all OSHA regulations
and all local and national public

Photo by Wilson County Fair

health standards. Also check with any
industry and trade associations to see
what your peers are doing and if there
are new industry-standard guidelines
you can implement.
And perhaps most important, is
communication! If your staff and
customers aren’t aware of the changes
you’re making, they may not be
comfortable returning to work or
attending your events. Use a variety
of communication channels include
on-site signage, messages in any
advertising, social media, and email to
reach the broadest audience possible
and to help put them at ease during
these difficult times.
People are excited to get back out as
the country is reopening, but their fears
need to be waylaid.
Operations
During an economic crisis such
as this, you cannot control your
revenue. One thing that you might
find beneficial though is to focus on
financial efficiencies and operational
cost containment. When there is a
long-term event that impacts the

Photo by Wilson County Fair
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entire industry, you are likely to find
that lenders, manufacturers, and other
vendors are available to help offer
solutions. They should be willing to
work with you during a crisis to help
you meet your obligations so that you
can continue to operate.
Approach all your banks and lenders
for any relief and deferment programs
they have implemented or bridge
loans that may be available. For
example, here at Firestone Financial
we proactively reached out to all of
our customers to offer assistance,
making this pause in business more
manageable for our customers while
allowing them to focus on the health
and safety of their employees and loved
ones, not on their next payment.
xxxWork with your insurance carrier.
With the fair and event cancellations,
owners and operators have equipment
sitting idle in their shops and yards.
Talk to your insurance carrier to ask
about cost reductions for the coverage
of the equipment that is not on the
road or in operation. Your carrier can
help make specific recommendations,
but you should maintain some level of

coverage in the event of fire, theft, or
weather-related damage. You’ll also
need to meet any minimum coverage
amounts on equipment that is being
held as loan collateral on an open note.
These are not the only options. Be
open to all available forms of aid to help
you through this time. Some options to
explore are:
• Government relief at the federal,
state, and local levels. And check back
often; things are changing fast.
• Contact your vendors, manufacturers,
distributors, and suppliers to work with
them to ease cash flow. While they are
also suffering, a large manufacturer, for
example, may be in a better position
than small operators and willing to
provide you with some kind of relief.
• Are you or your employees eligible
for unemployment? Check your state’s
current requirements to see if you or
your employees qualify.
xxxWhile not how we envisioned the
2020 season a few months ago, those
who use this temporary pause in fairs

ABOUT :
RICH GOCKELMAN
Rich Gockelman joined Firestone Financial
in January 2018 as a Commercial Account
Executive covering the carnival and amusement
park industries. He previously worked at
Ocwen Financial Corporation where he was
an Inside Account Executive in commercial
wholesale lending and prior to that he was a
retail Mortgage Loan Officer. Rich graduated
from Northeastern University and resides in the
Greater Boston area with his wife and their two
children.
Firestone Financial is a subsidiary of Berkshire
Bank (Member FDIC).

and shows to assess their business operations and think forward
to how this will change the industry for the remainder of the
season and in the coming years, will be the ones best positioned
to come out of this strong and a step ahead of the competition.
The carnival industry has long-time roots in America. From the
depression, wars, polio epidemic, and record high fuel prices, the
carnival industry has seen just about every economic condition
there is and survived it. We find ourselves in the same boat in
the perfect storm of the COVID-19 pandemic and the economic
uncertainty it brings with it. Everyone is committed to persevering
so they can maintain their businesses and support their families
and employees. All voyages whether they are smooth sailing or
an epic storm have a beginning and one day an end.
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By: Sharon Barlow

A NEW ODYSSEY

odyssey noun
od·ys·sey | \ ˈä-də-sē \
plural odysseys
Definition of odyssey

1: a long wandering or voyage usually marked by many changes of fortune
2: an intellectual or spiritual wandering or quest
an odyssey of self-discovery
a spiritual odyssey from disbelief to faith

Believed to have been composed near the end of the 8th
century somewhere in the Greek coastal region of Anatolia,
the Odyssey, Homer’s epic sequel to the Illiad, chronicles the
ten-year journey of Odysseus as he traveled home from the
Trojan War. Certainly, life for him became
much more about the journey than the
destination.
The travel amusement
industry bears many similarities as year
after year, carnivals and independent
concessionaires travel thousands of miles
encountering sometimes life-altering
people and events. Dominic Palmieri,
owner of Odyssey Foods in Phoenix,
Arizona, is one independent concessionaire who has found
fame and fortune as the Midway Gourmet as he and his

family have logged countless miles and been marked by
many changes of fortune. 2020, however, has marked
perhaps the greatest change in fortune embarking Dominic
on a new odyssey as the Palmieri family is discovering how
much they are truly capable of.
In the early days of March 2020, Dominic
and his wife Kim prepared to open as
they have for many years at the Houston
Livestock Show & Rodeo. As news
broadcasts and social media became
increasingly dominated with stories of the
mysterious illness COVID-19, they began
preparing for what would become a precarious journey. “We
were getting ready to open for Barbeque Weekend which is
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the three days before the rodeo actually opens,” Dominic
recalls. “We had taken a proactive approach by asking
ourselves, ‘What are we going to be doing to keep customers
safe and give them some confidence when they come out
to the carnival midway? What are we doing to enhance the
safety experience for them?’”
“So, of course, we started buying sanitizer,” he continues.
“We were putting up sanitizer stations. We had handwashing
everywhere we could. The rodeo was doing it, and we
really thought we had a good effort going until sanitizer
disappeared. You couldn’t find sanitizer. Then we started
researching how we could make our own sanitizer. We
bought drums of isopropyl alcohol, five-gallon buckets of
hydrogen peroxide, glycerin, and distilled water to figure out
what we were going to do. We went into a total safety mode
of what we were doing to keep spaces safer and how we were
going to supply ourselves.”
A premonition that their efforts were going to fall short
came as colleges across the country began cancelling
classes. “Our oldest daughter, Carmela, is in her freshman
year at Southern Methodist University in Dallas,” Dominic
shares. “She came down to work for opening weekend, and
her best friend, Isabella, was also flying in from University of
36
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Arizona to work because she was on spring break. Suddenly,
she calls Carmela and says, ‘You’re not going to believe this!
They’re cancelling our classes!’ We realized right away that
if they were cancelling classes. They didn’t want people
together.”
On March 11, Rodeo Houston announced that the Houston
Livestock Show & Rodeo was ordered to close by the City of
Houston only nine days into the 20-day event. “After being
shut down in Houston, Kim and I recognized there was going
to be a dramatic change in our industry,” Dominic admits.
“We needed to figure out how that was going to look. We
realized we had this great brain trust with our oldest son,
Gino, a senior at University of Southern California, who came
home from studying abroad in Germany, and Carmela along
with our son Enzo, who will be a junior at Seton Catholic Prep,
and our youngest daughter, Gianna, who will be starting high
school at Xavier College Prep.”
“I had driven a load home from Houston,” he goes on, “and
I told the kids, ‘Guys, tomorrow morning, 8:00 AM, everybody
at the breakfast table. We’re having a meeting, and we’re
going to figure some things out.’”
Transitioning their family kitchen into a board room,

the Palmieri family began to analyze their current strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. “I got up early,” Dominic
laughs, “and I took all the pictures off the walls and replaced them
with these giant easel papers. We put five of those up and started
filling them as fast as we could. We were trying to be realistic, and
we’ve always had the mentality that the show must go on. We
realized, however, that we were dealing with factors far greater
than we could ever force. In the end, we did a full pivot and started
Sanitized Now, a new company based on what we hope we can
bring to fairs to help set the narrative of what we can do to keep
spaces safer for the fair guests.”
With the direction determined, the odyssey could truly commence.
“We have a full line of different spray techniques and equipment
we can use for smaller areas like residential space and commercial
offices,” Dominic describes. “We have much larger equipment
we purchased from Italy which we will be testing at the Arizona
State Fairgrounds. This equipment can shoot a plume of an EPAregistered hospital-grade sanitizer 40 feet long as high as 30 feet in
the air. With that, we can disinfect stadium seating, grandstands,
concert venues, carnival equipment, the whole nine yards.”
“Additionally,” he adds, “we’re working with a biochemist who’s
helping us with some of our chemical selections. We’re also
working with one of the largest chemical distributors with over
30 years of experience, and they’ve really been enthralled with
our new business model of a mobile disinfection company. We
will have computers to perform ATP testing, a very scientific and
extremely sensitive testing whereby we can test contamination
levels in advance. We’ll then be able to provide our services and test
again to determine the net results of the process. We’re into this
now up to our eyeballs!”
“Frankly, our whole goal was to help our fairs get open faster and
be a part of the solution. That’s where Sanitized Now came from.
I’m certainly happy we’re going to be working side-by-side with
the Arizona State Fairgrounds to help establish some processes to
achieve that goal.”
As Dominic quickly discovered on this new odyssey, the
processes that work successfully in Arizona may be quite different
in other parts of the country, and he is working diligently to adapt
accordingly. “It’s funny,” he chuckles. “The state I live in is going
to be the most challenging for us because the level of humidity in
the air is really, really low. What does that have to do with cleaning
and sanitizing? All these chemicals work with what’s called a dwell
time which is really the time the chemical can stay wet. When it’s
in a wet form, it’s active. Ironically, COVID-19, on the list of viruses
and bacteria to kill, is actually the easiest to kill. The problem is it’s
one of the most dangerous because it spreads so easily with the
touch, touch, touch thing. You just keep moving it, and on different
surfaces, it can continue to live from as little as three hours up to as
long as 17 days on some surfaces.”
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can repurpose trucks and trailers, and we have employees
who live here in Phoenix who are unemployed and are
dying to go back to work. We’ve already had part of that
conversation with our chemical supplier. I have some ideas
for smaller fairs if they get a chance to get open. You know,
they have no budgets to do anything. It’s inevitable that
they will have to put up multiple hand sanitizing stations.
If we can help them with the freestanding hand sanitizer
stations they can place strategically around the fairgrounds,
then we can ship them the sanitizer. They can do the refills
and the daily maintenance for the event. When the event is
over, we pick the stations up and move them to the next fair
in the circuit. I don’t know exactly what that looks like yet.
We’re just trying to help come up with solutions.”

Dominic continues, “So, on a lot of our metal, stainless steel,
plastic things we have in the outdoor amusement world,
COVID can live easily three to seven days which becomes a
difficult task for us as stewards of the industry to find ways to
create a safer space for the customer to come every day. But
back to the level of humidity in the air, what I call the dwell
or kill time determines how I need to adjust the microns of
the size of the bead of aerosol we’re shooting to make sure
surfaces can stay wet enough for up to three minutes. With
the humidity being really low, that becomes my biggest
challenge.”
“Whereas if you go to Florida, in the summer, there’s often
80 percent or more humidity. They’re going to have the
opposite problem. The chemicals we use are perfectly safe
as soon as they dry. It’s still safe while it’s wet, but you don’t
want to practice that. There will be challenges on both sides
as to how to make this work, but we’ve always wanted to be
part of the solution. We are excited to help.”
Regardless of the location of the venue, Dominic feels
certain Sanitized Now can assist given an appropriate
amount of notice. “We will be able to scale,” he claims. “We
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“I think there is going to be a need for a lot of education
going forward,” Dominic adds. “I don’t care if you are a
carnival, a commercial exhibitor, or a food concessionaire.
Right now, there seems to be this huge misconception that
you can buy some kind of chemical, dilute it, put it in a sprayer,
spray it, and everything is going to be sanitized. Then, it’s
going to continue to work for up to 24 days. That’s not how
this works. There are no EPA-rated chemicals enforced by
the CDC on the EPA N- List that stay active for more than 10
minutes. Using the correct chemicals that are people and
animal safe and won’t be harmful to the water supply over
years on fairgrounds will be very important. You’ve got to
be really, really careful about what you’re putting on your
equipment, and how it’s being applied. Your employees
doing the application need to be trained. They need to be
wearing the appropriate personal protection equipment.
As an industry, we need to go about this in a safe way for
the customer and know that what we’re doing is effective.
We want to be sure we provide the safest solutions to all
our customers. Safety is our number one, most important
priority. There are people a lot smarter than we are who are
doing things, and we need to tap into those resources.”
“I don’t know,” Dominic laughs. “I’m just a guy who
makes cotton candy for a living. What do I know? I know

just enough to be dangerous about it, but after being in
business for 33 years I was smart enough to align myself
with people who are much smarter than I am for the
information I need to make really good decisions.”
Certainly, for many years, Dominic has been gleaning
information from his wife Kim’s parents, Guy and Charlene
Leavitt, owners of Ray Cammack Shows. He credits them
with information he considers critical for the success of
any business. “I’ve learned a great deal of operational
excellence from Mom and Dad,” he admits. “When we talk
about operational experience, they have always drilled
into us quality of product we serve and customer service.
With Sanitized Now, we’re taking that same high level
of quality of product and service and adding more of a
component of education into it. We are trying to make
this something special that we can be proud of that can
help people and help businesses. Someday, we hope we
can say we were part of something way bigger than us.”
Perhaps it has been centuries since Homer penned
his great tale of the battles one man encountered as he
struggled to return home, but many will look back on
the struggles of 2020 as something way bigger than they
ever imagined. As they look for leaders who can create
the narrative and set the tone for a bold resurgence of
the travel amusement industry, Dominic Palmieri and his
family are prepared to play a role. With a tremendous
amount of thought and planning, they have a launched
a new business. The name may be new, but the Odyssey
continues.

PLAY VIDEO

https://vimeo.com/408630648/87d9b57aef
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Y
D
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A
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A
M THE BAD GIRL
OF THE REPTILE
WORLD

By Doc Rivera

On most mornings in Gibsonton Florida, a
collection of eclectic individuals can be found
enjoying breakfast and coffee around the tables
at the Showtown Bar and Restaurant. Ranging
in stature from retired carnival and circus folks
to prominent show owners, the number sitting
around the table admittedly seems to diminish
each year. The one thing they all have in common,
however, is the diversity of their memories of
many decades on the sawdust trail, and their sole
objective seems to be who can outdo each other
with the colorful stories. And, trust me, no showbiz
subject, no matter how raunchy, is off limits.
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Of the more recent stories, one of my favorites involves
““Bloody Mama,” a massive boa constrictor owned by
tthe deceased Sailor Katzy who lived many years ago in
tthe area. Sailor was a tattoo artist, banner painter, and
showman who, along with his wife, had seen
decades of life on the midways of America.
He was then semi-retired in the outlying
‘Gibtown’ area north on highway 41. As was
his custom, Sailor appreciated a libation
now and again, and he often could be found
in an inebriated state dozing away the lazy
summer afternoons under the shade of his
favorite palm tree in the backyard.
After many years of faithful service in his
midway reptile show, Sailor’s huge boa
constrictor was now a beloved family pet.
The large snake seemed to share Sailor’s
fondness for this particular palm tree and
would often climb up in the tree and sleep in the windblown fronds while Sailor dozed peacefully below. One
day while napping under the tree, old Sailor suffered a
massive, fatal heart attack. As he thrashed about in his
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final moments, his movements caused some curiosity in
the huge reptile who proceeded to slither down to see
what all the fuss was about.
Sometime later a neighbor found the
deceased Katzy with the giant snake
comfortably resting on his chest. Assuming
he had been killed by the vile serpent,
the neighbor excitedly called the law
enforcement who were quickly dispatched
to the scene to investigate. With guns drawn
they made a quick assessment of the situation
and prepared to dispatch the monster in a
hail of gunfire. By this time, however, Sailor’s
wife was on hand and understood what had
actually transpired. Seeing the cops about to
shoot her beloved snake, she bolted across
the yard threw herself over Sailor’s inert
body and the resting snake as she roundly
cursed at the cops shouting, “Don’t touch that snake…
don’t you dare touch that G—DAMN SNAKE!”
Now utterly confused and with understandably

surpris
surprised
looks on their faces, the sheriff’s deputies
reluctantly holstered their weapons and backed down
relucta
bewilderment.
in bew
As is customary in questionable deaths, an autopsy
was performed
pe
by the county coroner’s office where it
was determined
de
that old Sailor had indeed expired from
natural causes, and no foul play was involved by either
natura
humans or the giant but harmless snake. Both were
human
released from suspicion.
release
The story could well end there. Except that, after
reflecting on the matter and being the quintessential
reflect
showman that she was, Mrs. Katzy decided not to
showm
miss ssuch a golden opportunity. She quickly set out on
tour with her much beloved snake. Donning the black
garb and veil of a distraught and grieving widow and
with the many exaggerated newspaper clippings that
were erroneously reported by the confused press, she
proceeded to promote the show as “Bloody Mama, the
Giant Serpent that Ate My Husband.”

it. With their curiosity piqued, they will ask about its
history. Depending on their level of interest, I might
share the colorful story with them. If they haven’t been
“with it,” I can see the look of utter disbelief in their eyes.
But then, I have found truth is always stranger than
fiction in our business.
I can state with absolute assurance, however, that the
Showtown Restaurant will never be known for its fivestar cuisine and impeccable ambiance. As a matter of
fact, the chairs aren’t all that comfortable. Sometimes
the coffee is weak, and the floors aren’t always
particularly that clean either… but the jackpots at the
round table, well those are always first class…

The show was popular on the midway for years with
no one questioning the authenticity of the widow’s
claims. While the show and the serpent as well as Mrs.
Katzy have been gone for many years, we have one
of the original show’s banners proudly displayed in
the International Independent Showmen’s Museum.
Occasionally, someone coming through will notice
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ON A FINAL NOTE
by Kyler Smith

The Freedom to Forgive
Matthew 18:21-35

Everybody loves to be forgiven. Few love to do the forgiving.
Forgiveness is difficult. I trust as you read this you can think
of several things you need to be forgiven for. By God’s grace,
there are surely people who love you and who forgive you
regularly. However, I trust at the same time there are several
grievances you ought to forgive but can’t bring yourself to
forgive. Take a moment as you read this to reflect: What
bitterness or resentment am I not letting go? Who do
I refuse to forgive?
Indeed, forgiveness is not easy. Yet, forgiveness is at the
heart of the Christian faith. In Matthew 18, Jesus tells a short
story, called a parable, to drive home in our hearts three
reasons why his gospel message frees us to forgive others.
Your Debt Is Great
Jesus’ parable involves a fictional king who is settling his
accounts with his servants. One indebted servant owed the
king 10,000 talents—an absurd amount that would take
countless lifetimes to repay. Out of pity, the king forgave the
humbled servant’s debt. However, this forgiven servant, who
himself had servants, did not treat his subordinates with the
same grace. Rather, he in turn made merciless demands of
repayment—a cruelty that made its way back to the king.
In righteous indignation, the king exacted judgment on the
forgiven servant who would not in turn forgive others.
This parable reminds you and me of the extent to which we
have been forgiven. Like the servant, our debt before God is
unpayable. Our sin separates us from God, the wages of our
sin is debt, and we are in bondage to this debt forever. We
must remember the extent to which we have been forgiven!
Our debt was infinitely greater than any grievance or debt
someone owes you today. The gospel frees you to forgive by
reminding you of the extent of your debt.
Your Need Is Great
Back to the story. Consider the state of the servant. He has
nowhere to turn. In his helpless state, he cried out to the king

for mercy. Indeed, he fell to his knees—an act of humility. He
implored the king—an act of desperation. This was no cool
calculation. This was a man who recognized his need was
great and he had no hope in and of himself.
So too with you and me as we stand before a holy God. We
are utterly helpless. We have no resources, no pedigree, no
excuse before the Father. Our need is great and just consider
the extent to which God has met your great need. The gospel
frees you to forgive by reminding you that your need is great.
God’s Grace Is Great
Let’s return to the story one last time. Consider the king
who out of pity forgave the servant of his crushing debt. This
forgiveness was astounding. If a man knocked on your door
today and forgave all your debt—mortgage, credit cards,
etc.—that massive forgiveness would pale in comparison to
the debt this servant had to the king. Yet he forgave it with no
expectation of recompense. His grace was great.
How much greater is God’s grace towards us! The gospel of
Jesus teaches that Jesus came and paid it all. He found us in
our sinful state and opened our spiritually blind eyes, saved
our rebellious souls, and is transforming our wayward hearts
daily. This is all of grace.
Indeed, the Christian gospel stands in stark relief against
all other world religions primarily because it is from top to
bottom a message of God’s grace.
Jesus paid it all,
all to Him we owe,
sin had left a crimson stain,
He washed it white as snow.
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